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Abstract—We extend a recent low cost real-time method of hand tracking and pose estimation in order to control an anthropomorphic robot hand. The approach is data-driven and based on matching the current image of a color-gloved hand with the best fitting image in a database to retrieve the posture. Then, using depth information from a Kinect camera and a color-sensitive iterative closest point-to-triangle algorithm we can very accurately estimate the absolute position and orientation of the hand. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated in an application in which we actively control a 20 DOF anthropomorphic robot hand in a manual interaction grasping task.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our goal was to create a low cost real-time hand tracking and pose estimation system to control anthropomorphic robotic hands. Our system allows for the fast generation of real hand posture data that can be used in, for example, teaching by demonstration scenarios or in the direct control of anthropomorphic robotic hands.

Most existing methods that track and estimate the posture of the hand are either too slow to be used in interactive real-time applications or too bulky and expensive. We use a data-driven approach in which a color glove is detected and using a nearest neighbor search in an image database the closest matching image and corresponding posture and coarse rotation are retrieved. Our approach, following that of Wang and Popović [1], is a low cost real-time system that can provide accurate hand posture and position estimation. A simplification of their algorithm along with the addition of a Kinect [2] camera distinguishes both approaches. Whereas Wang and Popović’s approach was concerned with producing accurate hand postures, our primary focus is on accurately estimating the pose (position and orientation) of the hand. In order to perform robot actuation in tasks such as grasping, controlling the pose of the hand takes on greater importance than having an accurate posture, especially when using, as we are, compliant robot hands. The Kinect camera provides a 3D point cloud, which we use to initially place the hand and then optimize this position using an Iterative Closest Point-to-Triangle (ICP-T) algorithm.

II. RELATED WORK

Hand tracking and especially hand posture estimation is a difficult problem due to the complexity of the hand itself, which has, excluding position and orientation, 27 degrees of freedom [3]. This has resulted in many researchers turning to either vision systems that require markers to be placed on the hands or data-gloves [4]. Optical tracking systems that employ markers, such as the VICON system, are able to capture highly accurate kinematic movement data of the hand [4], [5]. However, these approaches can suffer from occlusions of one or more markers, which can occur especially when grasping and manipulating objects, and have the disadvantage that usually an expensive and large optical system is required. An alternative is to use data-gloves that measure joint angles directly and this method was extensively used to control robot hands in the past [6], [7], [8]. However, data-gloves with embedded sensors can be quite bulky to wear and thus impede natural movements. Furthermore, they generally do not provide position and orientation information, and the mapping of raw sensor values to joint angles requires non-trivial calibration procedures [9].

Bare hand tracking is desirable for certain applications, and recently existing model-based approaches that heretofore had proved too computationally expensive for real-time applications [10] are now becoming feasible. Oikonomidis et al. have introduced two such approaches, one using a multicamera setup [11] and the other using the Kinect camera [12]. While these are very promising directions, they suffer from the high computational complexity that is associated with model-based approaches and therefore had to be optimized to run on a GPU. The Kinect camera was used for hand and finger detection in [13], where several hand gestures were recognized to facilitate real-time interaction in a graphical
user interface application. In our work, we provide a more complete estimate of the full kinematic state of the user’s hand.

As a compromise between approaches based on markers or data gloves and bare-hand tracking approaches, Wang and Popović [1] devised a method for real-time hand tracking and posture estimation using a color glove. A camera captures images of the glove and after segmentation and normalization the closest matching image in a large database, along with its unique posture, is found. A database of synthetically generated images is used for directly matching the detected features instead of performing a complex search in the hand configuration space. This data-driven approach simplifies the hand tracking problem considerably and is able to provide good posture and orientation information. Use of a color glove improves detection, feature extraction and speed over approaches that use bare hands. In [14] Wang et al. adapted their method to facilitate markerless 3D hand pose estimation using a dual camera setup in a CAD application scenario. To cope with the drawbacks of using only images of bare hand silhouettes instead of color images, several restrictions to the user’s freedom of movement had to be introduced in this work. While these restrictions were acceptable in a CAD context, they are not in our case. We use the color glove-based work by Wang and Popović as the foundation of our hand tracking approach, however we have made a number of simplifications to their algorithm and have introduced a Kinect camera in order to be able to much more precisely control the absolute position and orientation of the hand in 3D space. This is crucial if robust control of anthropomorphic robot hands is to be achieved.

The task of hand tracking for robot control was previously dealt with in [15], where Do et al. employed a data-driven approach for grasp recognition and hand pose estimation and mapped the estimation results to a humanoid robot. In their method [16] features extracted from bare hand images are matched in a synthetically generated database to obtain the posture and orientation of the hand. This represents a discriminative hand pose estimation approach, whereas our approach combines discriminative and generative estimation by fitting a virtual hand model to the Kinect point cloud after obtaining the initial posture estimate from a database, making use of the glove’s unique color pattern in both estimation steps.

### III. Hand Tracking Method

The color glove was designed by Wang and Popović with a pattern of 20 patches in 10 distinguishable colors (see Fig. 1). We make use of its distinctive pattern to efficiently find the current image’s closest match in the database and thus retrieve the hand posture and a coarse estimation of the rotation of the hand. Aligning the color image with the depth values provided by the Kinect camera allows us to accurately estimate the global position and orientation of the hand. Combining the posture (joint angles) and the pose (position and orientation) allows us to control an anthropomorphic robot hand.

Our approach relies on a database populated with images of a virtual color glove along with their associated posture and rotation information. The depth information from the Kinect camera is currently only used to optimize the pose of the hand and therefore is not contained in the database. The first step was to capture natural realistic postures performed by one of the authors and then to map these onto a kinematic hand model. The model used has 22 joint angles, specifically 16 flexion angles and 6 abduction angles for each of the finger bases and the wrist joint [4]. This simplified hand model matches the kinematics of the shadow robot hand well and makes the task of mapping joint angles to the robot easier. Ground truth data was captured using a Vicon motion tracking system [17] to track reflective markers placed on a human hand as it performed various movements. After converting the raw positional Vicon data into joint angles, we sub-sampled the postures using a low-dispersion sampling method [1] and constructed several task-specific posture databases (see Sec. IV), varying the number and type of postures contained within them.

Each database contains a number of posture entries. The joint angles for each posture were used to animate a virtual hand model textured with the glove’s color pattern. The hand model was then rendered from multiple camera views and each database posture entry was indexed by these different views. The camera positions were produced by uniformly sampling a virtual sphere surrounding the hand model, which was accomplished by performing a uniform subdivision of an icosahedron to approximate the surrounding sphere and placing the cameras at its vertices. At each position, the camera was rotated around the optical axis in several steps to encode the rotation of the color glove in the image plane. We used 42 camera positions with 18 rotations around the optical axis each, resulting in a total of 756 views per posture in all of our databases. Finally, for each posture and view entry, a number of tiny images of various sizes were created. Tiny images [1] are simply normalized downsampled color-classified images of the color glove. We generated several tiny image sets using image dimensions ranging from $8 \times 8$ pixels up to $64 \times 64$ pixels. These are used to improve efficiency when searching for the best match in the database for the current camera image of the hand.

Figure 2 provides an overview of our system. The three main parts of the system that produce as output a final hand posture and pose are introduced in the following sections.

#### A. Color-Labeled Point Cloud Creation

The data obtained from the Kinect is processed to create a 3D point cloud containing the positional and color information of the detected glove. The camera parameters of the Kinect’s color and depth cameras were obtained in a stereo calibration procedure and are used to perform an RGBD-mapping, which maps color values to the pixel coordinates of the depth image $D$. After applying this mapping, the
Color Camera \[\rightarrow\] RGBD-Mapping \[\rightarrow\] Color Segmentation \[\rightarrow\] Label Image, \(L\) \[\rightarrow\] Create Color Labeled Point Cloud \[\rightarrow\] Crop Working Volume \([z_{\text{min}}, z_{\text{max}}]\) \[\rightarrow\] Extract 2D Label Image, \(L'\) \[\rightarrow\] Extract Hand Bounding Box \[\rightarrow\] Create Set of Tiny Images, \(T\) \[\rightarrow\] Database Lookup \[\rightarrow\] Results: \((\theta, R, E, \|\|)\) \[\rightarrow\] Error-weighted Interpolation \[\rightarrow\] Final Posture, \(\theta\) \[\rightarrow\] Coarse Rotation, \(R'\) \[\rightarrow\] Map to World Frame \[\rightarrow\] Calculate COG \[\rightarrow\] Create Virtual Hand, \(H\) \[\rightarrow\] Color Sensitive ICP-T \[\rightarrow\] Temporal Smoothing \[\rightarrow\] Final Hand Posture and Pose \((\theta, R, P)\) \[\rightarrow\] Robot Interface \[\rightarrow\] Visualization

\[\text{Fig. 2. Overview of the system.}\]

color glove is detected in the mapped image, \(M\), and using a lookup table-based color segmentation procedure a color labeled image, \(L\), is created. The color segmentation is performed in the YUV color space to reduce sensitivity to changes in lighting. Each of the glove’s ten unique colors are labeled with numbers 1 to 10 and colors that do not belong to any known color class are labeled 0. Now we are in a position to compute a color-labeled 3D point cloud

\[C = \{(p_{ij}, L_{ij}) \mid L_{ij} \neq 0, p_{ij} \in [z_{\text{min}}, z_{\text{max}}]\}\], \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(p_{ij}\) is the 3D position and \(L_{ij}\) the color class label for every glove pixel \((i, j)\). To create \(C\), we first ensure that only pixels in \(L\) that are not 0 are considered. The \((x, y, z)\) position is computed for these pixels and in order to minimize sensitivity to color segmentation outliers only those whose \(z\) world coordinates reside in the working volume \([z_{\text{min}}, z_{\text{max}}]\) are kept.

\[B. Database Lookup\]

The output from the previous step is a labeled point cloud, \(C\), and from this we create a new labeled image by masking \(C\) with the labeled image, \(L\), from the RGB camera. Using a bounding box, we extract the hand from \(C\) and from this we create a set of tiny images (with dimensions ranging from \(8 \times 8\) pixels up to \(64 \times 64\) pixels). We need to be able to quickly compute the similarity between a tiny image in the database and one computed from the current camera image. To do this we use a Hausdorff-like distance [18] defined as

\[m(A, B) = \frac{1}{|G_A|} \sum_{a \in G_A} \min_{b \in C} ||a - b||, \hspace{1cm} (2)\]

where \(A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) and \(B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_n\}\) are the two images, \(G_A\) is the set of glove pixel coordinates in image \(A\), \(C_b\) is the set of pixel coordinates in image \(B\) that have the same color as the pixel at \(a \in G_A\) and \(||\cdot||\) is the Euclidean norm. We used chamfering [19], in contrast to Wang and Popović who employed similarity sensitive coding [20], to approximate Euclidean distance transforms for every color class in the images, allowing for an efficient direct lookup-based calculation of the distance between two images.

To take advantage of the varying speed and accuracy properties of differently sized tiny images, we perform a multi-stage \(k\) nearest neighbor lookup for each tiny image computed from the current camera image. The set \(T = \{t_i\}\) of tiny images is matched successively against all \(N\) database indices \(d_{ij}, j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\). The output is a 3-tuple set \((\theta_j, R_j, E_j)\), where \(\theta_j\), \(R_j\) and \(E_j\) are the estimated posture, rotation and matching error, respectively.

\[\text{Fig. 3. The set } T = \{t_i\} \text{ of tiny images is matched successively against all } N \text{ database indices } d_{ij}, j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}. \text{ The output is a 3-tuple set } (\theta_j, R_j, E_j) \text{, where } \theta_j, R_j \text{ and } E_j \text{ are the estimated posture, rotation and matching error, respectively.}\]
C. 6D Pose Optimization

The result of the database lookup is the 22-dimensional hand posture estimate, $\hat{\theta}$, along with a coarse estimate of the orientation of the hand towards the camera, $\hat{R}$. We compute the final estimate of the hand’s 6D pose (rotation $R$ and position $P$) by aligning a virtual 3D model of the hand to the observed point cloud. For this we perform a color-sensitive Iterative Closest Point-to-Triangle (ICP-T) computation, where the relative rigid transformation between the point cloud, $C$, and the surface of the virtual hand model, $H$, is computed and iteratively refined. By performing a color-sensitive closest point search, the observed points are only matched to model surface patches with corresponding colors. As a result, the color patterns in the observation point cloud are matched to the same color patterns on the surface of the virtual hand model during the ICP-T process. This ensures a plausible alignment of the model to the sensor data even if the posture estimation from the previous step does not fit perfectly, which cannot be accomplished when using only positional information.

As a preparation for the alignment process, the coarse rotation estimate, $\hat{R}'$, is mapped to the world coordinate frame and the center of gravity (COG) of $C$ is computed. This yields a coarse pose estimate $(R, P)$. We represent this pose estimate as a $4 \times 4$ transformation matrix, $T$. The virtual hand model, $H$, is initialized by animating it according to the joint angles, $\theta$, using linear blend skinning [21] and transforming it using $\hat{T}$. In each iteration of the color-sensitive ICP-T, we iterate over the points in $C$ and for each point find the closest point on the surface of $H$ of corresponding color. $H$ is textured with the color glove pattern, so the color class label of each triangle in the model is known. To find the surface point closest to $(p_{ij}, L_{ij}) \in C$, we iterate through all triangles in $H$ with the same color class $L_{ij}$ and store the surface point, $p_{ij}^H$, with the minimal point-to-triangle distance [22]. We perform back-face culling beforehand to exclude triangles directed away from the sensor camera. Based on the set of corresponding points $\{(p_{ij}^H, p_{ij})\}_{i,j}$ that results from the closest point search, we calculate the $4 \times 4$ relative transformation matrix $T_k$ from $H$ to $C$ in ICP-T iteration $k$ using a common approach based on eigenvector analysis and quaternions [23]. The transformation $T_k$ is then applied to the virtual hand model $H$, moving it towards the target point cloud $C$. After this, the alignment error is given by the mean of the new point-to-triangle distances. The ICP-T process is repeated until the alignment error converges. After convergence, the final hand pose estimate $T_H$ is given by the product of the initial coarse transformation matrix and all $K$ ICP-T iteration matrices:

$$T_H = \left( \prod_{k=1}^{K} T_k \right) \hat{T} = \left( \begin{array}{cc} R & P \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right). \quad (3)$$

The output of our hand tracking system is the final hand posture and pose estimate $(\theta, R, P)$. To reduce jitter, we smooth the posture and pose estimation by interpolating with estimations from the three previous frames, which still allows for responsive tracking of dynamic movements.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of our system in three main test scenarios. First we consider the accuracy of the posture and pose, then the effect of various different matching cascades on the database retrieval accuracy and the runtime efficiency of the database lookup, and finally the system runtime speed versus position error with various different sub-sampling factors for the ICP-T algorithm.

We use four different databases in the following tests: two 2-posture databases, $DB_{\text{open+pinch}}$ and $DB_{\text{open+power}}$ containing an open hand and a pinch and power grasp, respectively, a 3-posture database, $DB_{\text{open+pinch+power}}$, containing all three postures, and a database with 20 postures, $DB_{20}$, containing the previous 3 postures plus 17 random movement postures. Ground truth data was created by capturing five different movement trajectories: two containing a pinch grasp, an open hand and some movements ($T_1$ and $T_2$) and three containing a power grasp, an open hand and some movements ($T_3, T_4$ and $T_5$). These movements were tracked by our system and their computed postures and poses became the ground truth for the subsequent tests. Re-playing these movement trajectories allowed us to create synthetic ground truth Kinect data (synthetic color and depth.
A. Posture and pose estimation

To evaluate the estimation quality of our system, we computed posture, rotation and position errors for all ground truth trajectories using all databases. Figure 4 shows the average errors for all experiments. Databases were only used if they contained the main grasp (pinch or power) performed in a particular movement trajectory. In most cases, the errors are lowest when using the respective small grasp-specific databases (DBopen-pin or DBopen-power) and highest with a large database containing several hand postures in addition to both grasping postures (DB20 postures).

Figure 5 gives a detailed overview of the posture and pose errors for trajectory T1 using database DBopen-power. This combination resulted in a low average error in all estimation parameters. The maxima that can be observed in the posture error can be explained by a quick hand posture change in the ground truth trajectory while opening and closing the hand. The posture estimation was lagging behind the ground truth for several frames before assuming the correct posture. Figure 6 shows the posture and pose errors for trajectory T1 using database DB20 postures. In this experiment, larger errors occurred when database entries not related to the pinch grasp motion of the ground truth trajectory influenced the estimation result.

The average positional error of our hand pose estimation lies below 1cm in all of our experiments. This shows a significant improvement over the results of Wang and Popović [1], who reported translational errors of 5–15cm along the optical axis of the tracking camera.

B. Comparison of different matching cascades

We evaluated the accuracy and efficiency of our system’s posture estimation with regard to different matching cascades images), which was then used as input for our hand tracking system. Gaussian noise, whose variance was scaled with the gradient intensity image, was added to each synthetic depth frame in order to simulate real data. We were then able to directly calculate the error between the ground truth postures and poses and their estimation.

**DB20 postures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Cascade</th>
<th>$E_{\text{posture [deg]}}$</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$16_{1000} \rightarrow 32_{2000} \rightarrow 64_3$</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>121.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$16_{500} \rightarrow 64_3$</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>91.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64_3$</td>
<td>16.69</td>
<td>178.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8_{15}$</td>
<td>29.68</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DBopen-pin-power**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Cascade</th>
<th>$E_{\text{posture [deg]}}$</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$16_{1000} \rightarrow 32_{2000} \rightarrow 64_3$</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$16_{500} \rightarrow 64_3$</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64_3$</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8_{15}$</td>
<td>24.92</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Detailed overview of trajectory T1 using database DBopen-power. Several keyframes of the trajectory are visualized in the bottom of the figure. The upper row of images shows the virtual hand model according to the ground truth, the lower row of images shows the difference of the ground truth and estimation depth images.

Fig. 6. Detailed overview of trajectory T1 using database DB20 postures. Analogous to Figure 5.

Fig. 7. Runtime efficiency and database retrieval accuracy for different tiny image sizes. Efficiency is measured by the average computation time of the distance between two images, accuracy is measured by the average rank of the true nearest neighbor in the lookup results for a database of about 8000 images over 500 trial queries. A low average rank represents high accuracy. A trade-off between efficiency and accuracy with regard to image size can be observed.

Fig. 8. Posture error and execution time for different matching cascades. The notation $D_k$ indicates a $k$ nearest neighbor lookup using $D \times D$ images. Arrows between two such lookups indicate the candidate pre-selection.
during the database lookup. Figure 7 illustrates the accuracy/efficiency trade-off associated with different tiny image sizes. While very small images have a low distance computation cost, the information loss due to the image downscaling significantly limits their accuracy. In the database matching cascades, the smallest images can be used for a coarse pre-selection of nearest neighbor candidates in the early stages that is efficiently re-ranked using the larger images in the later stages. We performed four different matching cascades to evaluate the behavior of the overall efficiency and accuracy of our system using two example databases. Figure 8 shows the performance of the different matching cascades. The slowest database lookup uses only $64 \times 64$ images and interpolates between the 3 nearest neighbors, the fastest and least accurate one uses only $8 \times 8$ images and interpolates between the 15 nearest neighbors. Performing multiple lookup stages improves the runtime efficiency while largely maintaining accuracy. Based on these findings, we used a two-stage matching cascade in our experiments, pre-selecting 500 nearest neighbor candidates based on $16 \times 16$ images in the first stage and interpolating the 3 nearest neighbors based on $64 \times 64$ images in the second stage.

C. ICP-T sub-sampling

To improve the runtime performance we uniformly sub-sample the sensor point cloud that is used during the ICP-T pose optimization. This introduces a trade-off between pose estimation accuracy and overall efficiency. A sub-sampled point cloud is less computationally expensive to match to the virtual hand surface, but it contains less positional information. This trade-off is visualized in Figure 9, which shows that the overall runtime of our system quickly converges to a very realistic manner. The entire system (see Fig. 10) is controlled by numerous processes distributed over three PCs. The processes communicate and interact using the XCF middle-ware toolkit [26], which allows for event-driven communication. We heavily use the Image Component Library (ICL) [27] for all computer-vision related tasks including camera calibration as well as 3D-visualization and rendering. The tests were carried out on a single 27-DOF PA-10/Shadow hand combination. Since the kinematic hand model used in our hand tracking system closely matches that of the Shadow robot hands (see Sec. III), the estimated joint angles can be directly transferred to the robot by sending a command to the hand-server component. The global rotation and translation of the hand is mapped from the tracker’s coordinate frame to the robot’s coordinate frame and transferred to the robot by issuing a command to the arm-server component. The Kinect

![Fig. 9. Overall runtime and position estimation error in regard to an increasing point cloud sub-sampling factor.](image)

![Fig. 10. System component collaboration diagram. The whole system is distributed over 3 PCs for vision, hand control and arm control. IPC is implemented using a global Active-Memory node. The dashed line highlights the robot application setup.](image)

![Fig. 11. Pick-and-place experiment, in which the user controls the robot hand to grasp an apple and place it in a bowl. The image sequences show the performed power grasp motion for the actuated robot hand and our hand posture and pose estimation.](image)

V. APPLICATION

The main goal of our hand tracking system was to provide a low cost system that facilitates interactive robot control. To test this, we conducted several experiments in which we used the estimated posture and pose to actuate a compliant Shadow robot hand. This application was carried out in the Bielefeld “Curious Robot” setup [24], which has two redundant 7-DOF Mitsubishi PA-10 robot arms each equipped with a 20 DOF Shadow Dexterous Hand [25], resulting in a total of 54 DOF. The Shadow Dexterous Hands are distinguished by their human-like design: in size, number and flexibility of joints, the hands resemble their human counterparts in a very realistic manner. The entire system (see Fig. 10) is controlled by numerous processes distributed over three PCs. The processes communicate and interact using the XCF middle-ware toolkit [26], which allows for event-driven communication. We heavily use the Image Component Library (ICL) [27] for all computer-vision related tasks including camera calibration as well as 3D-visualization and rendering. The tests were carried out on a single 27-DOF PA-10/Shadow hand combination. Since the kinematic hand model used in our hand tracking system closely matches that of the Shadow robot hands (see Sec. III), the estimated joint angles can be directly transferred to the robot by sending a command to the hand-server component. The global rotation and translation of the hand is mapped from the tracker’s coordinate frame to the robot’s coordinate frame and transferred to the robot by issuing a command to the arm-server component. The Kinect
camera was positioned to have a top-down view of the user's hand, which provided a large working volume and minimal occlusion in our experiments.

The hand movements we investigated during the experiments ranged from general hand movements to full interaction with objects. To illustrate the effectiveness of our system we constructed a database with three different postures: open hand, power grasp and pinch grasp. Using these three postures, the user controlled the robot in pick-and-place tasks (see Figure 11). By observing the movements of the robot hand while performing movements as input commands, the user can utilize this direct visual feedback to naturally adjust the pose and perform the grasping motion with relative ease. We found that for well-defined tasks such as power or pinch grasping an object, the estimation results of our system are very good with a small database containing as little as two or three postures. The speed of our system (approximately 15Hz on a PC with four Intel Xeon E5530 2.4 GHz CPU cores and 4 GBs of RAM) is completely sufficient for interactive robot actuation and the accurate 3D position estimation provided by using the Kinect camera facilitates an intuitive transfer of the user's hand motions to the robot. A live performance of our hand tracking and robot actuation system is demonstrated in the accompanying video.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our approach to real-time hand tracking for the control of anthropomorphic robot hands is built on that of Wang and Popović [1], but differs in that we place more emphasis on retrieving an accurate hand pose than on hand posture. To produce an accurate hand posture Wang and Popović implemented fast similarity sensitive coding [20], allowing more postures to be present in the database while maintaining near real-time performance. They also added a 2D inverse kinematics step which adapts the estimated hand posture to that of the current camera image. These features mean that in terms of the estimated posture, our system is not as robust as that of Wang and Popović's. However, for the task of controlling a compliant robot hand in tasks such as grasping, an accurate pose is much more important than an exact approximation of the user's hand posture. In our approach we achieve a higher accuracy in pose estimation by using a Kinect camera and color sensitive ICP-T. We argue that database approaches such as ours can be used to provide a good initial estimate of the posture and pose of the hand and then this can be used as a pre-initialization step for model-based tracking approaches that suffer from situations in which the hand is temporarily lost.

We have observed that under certain conditions, such when there are occlusions or the database is sparsely populated, it is possible that the output is an interpolation between two quite distinct postures in the database. While this is a feature of our system, allowing us to compute smooth transitions between discrete entries in the database, it can result in large discrepancies between the real posture and that given by the system. An inverse kinematics step could improve on this, however, as our focus was on the control of an anthropomorphic robot, accurate estimation of the pose of the hand took precedence over the posture. Using a combination of visual feedback, allowing us to adapt our hand during robot control according to what the situation required, and taking advantage of the compliance in the robot hand, we were able to smoothly actuate the robot hand to perform various grasping and interaction tasks.

In future work there are a number of avenues that we are considering to improve our current system. Efficiency could be improved by moving from a pure GPU implementation, as is done now, to an implementation on the GPU, especially for the database lookup step involving image matching. For smaller databases of postures the bottleneck is still the color sensitive ICP-T algorithm and this could be optimized using a k-d tree for finding the closest triangle to a Kinect sample point. Adding depth values from the Kinect camera to the database itself has the potential to considerably improve on the estimated posture and indeed could be a step towards not needing a color glove at all.
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